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How can we tell what How can we tell what magnetarsmagnetars are made of? are made of?



How can we tell what How can we tell what magnetarsmagnetars are made of? are made of?

Try thermal Try thermal echosechos as a diagnostic  (Eichler and Cheng as a diagnostic  (Eichler and Cheng
1989).1989).



Short-term afterglow (hours): Settling of upliftedShort-term afterglow (hours): Settling of uplifted
mattermatter

Medium-term afterglow (weeks): Cooling of outerMedium-term afterglow (weeks): Cooling of outer
crustcrust

Long-term afterglow (years): Cooling of inner crustLong-term afterglow (years): Cooling of inner crust





deeperdeeper

EnergyEnergy
depositiondeposition

Heat conductivity Heat conductivity increasesincreases
inward. Most heat goes in, not out.inward. Most heat goes in, not out.
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The Storage ProblemThe Storage Problem



The change in the magnetic field geometry of 1900+14The change in the magnetic field geometry of 1900+14



Periodic Emission:Periodic Emission:
trapped pair plasmatrapped pair plasma



The medium term afterglow of 1900+14The medium term afterglow of 1900+14

F=ktF=kt-0.7-0.7Flux FFlux F

1 day1 day
40 days40 days

SteadySteady
emissionemission



The predicted medium term afterglowThe predicted medium term afterglow

LyubarskyLyubarsky, Eichler, and Thompson (2002),, Eichler, and Thompson (2002),
especially especially LyubarskyLyubarsky

Assume central temperature corresponding to steady emission, 7Assume central temperature corresponding to steady emission, 7
x 10x 1088 K, uniform energy deposition corresponding to observed K, uniform energy deposition corresponding to observed
burst energyburst energy



ConductivityConductivity
EEFermiFermi==EELandauLandau



B= 3 x 10B= 3 x 101414 Gauss Gauss



B= 3 x 10B= 3 x 101414 Gauss Gauss



Several percent of burst energy escapes asSeveral percent of burst energy escapes as
surface radiation, the rest gets sucked intosurface radiation, the rest gets sucked into
the starthe star



White dwarf cooling after dwarf nova
Arras, Bildsten ……



The really long term afterglow of 1627-41The really long term afterglow of 1627-41

KouveliotouKouveliotou, , LyubarskyLyubarsky, Eichler, , Eichler, ……..(2003)..(2003)

Assume deep heating of crust, but not coreAssume deep heating of crust, but not core





















Free,Free,
unpairedunpaired
neutronsneutrons

(Pairing energy for neutrons)(Pairing energy for neutrons)

Neutrons  all in Neutrons  all in superfluidsuperfluid
state because T<<state because T<<TTcc

Neutrons becoming unpaired, heatNeutrons becoming unpaired, heat
capacity rising rapidly with Tcapacity rising rapidly with T
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Perhaps the Perhaps the ““persistentpersistent””  emission from some  emission from some

magnetarsmagnetars is, in fact, long-term afterglow from heating is, in fact, long-term afterglow from heating

of the inner crust.of the inner crust.

In this case, we may see their steady x-ray emissionIn this case, we may see their steady x-ray emission

decline over a time scale of 5 decline over a time scale of 5 –– 10 years. 10 years.



The short term afterglow of 1900+14The short term afterglow of 1900+14

Thompson, Woods, Eichler and Thompson, Woods, Eichler and LyubarskyLyubarsky 2003 2003

Assume outer layer is heated by energy flux fromAssume outer layer is heated by energy flux from
above surface during initial flare, uplifted by pairabove surface during initial flare, uplifted by pair
pressurepressure



Short Term AfterglowShort Term Afterglow

Hot SpotHot Spot
Pair free zonePair free zone

PairsPairsT=100KeVT=100KeV



Short Term AfterglowShort Term Afterglow

Pair free zonePair free zone

PairsPairs

(some time later)(some time later)

Rate of cooling measures Rate of cooling measures magnetic fieldmagnetic field
∆∆T constant,  T constant,  specific enthalpy hspecific enthalpy h constant constant

T=100KeVT=100KeV

FluxFlux =  = ∆∆T/optical depth=T/optical depth=∆∆TTBB//ΣΣ

ddΣΣ/dt/dt =  = FluxFlux//hh

Flux = kFlux = kBBtt-1/2-1/2



Short Term AfterglowShort Term Afterglow

Pairs have gonePairs have gone
awayaway

(still later)(still later)

Rate of cooling measures magnetic fieldRate of cooling measures magnetic field

Find  Find  B= 10B= 101515 Gauss Gauss  (Thompson, Woods,   (Thompson, Woods, LyubarskyLyubarsky and DE and DE
2003)2003)



IbrahimIbrahim et al 2001 et al 2001

B= 6 x 10B= 6 x 101414

B=1 x10B=1 x101414



Column density is at least  about 1010 g in normal
material



MagnetarsMagnetars  as   as OOppttiiccaall Lasers Lasers



DereddenedDereddened flux > flux >
2 x102 x10-13-13erg/cmerg/cm22ss

D=5 to 10 D=5 to 10 KpcKpc

LoptLopt >5 x  10 >5 x  103232 erg/s erg/s



MagnetarsMagnetars  as   as OOppttiiccaall Lasers Lasers

MagnetosphereMagnetosphere

MagnetosphericMagnetospheric currents currents

Say the currents are relativistic pairs.  Say the currents are relativistic pairs.  LorentzLorentz factor factor
about 10about 1033.  .  Density  about 10Density  about 101717 charges/cm charges/cm33..

        Plasma frequency as seen in the lab frame 10Plasma frequency as seen in the lab frame 1014-15  14-15  hzhz..
Two stream instability (Two stream instability (GedalinGedalin, , GrumanGruman and Melrose, and Melrose,
2002) makes 2002) makes coherentcoherent optical or IR emission. optical or IR emission.



                                    Optical Pulses from 4U0412Optical Pulses from 4U0412                                    (Kern(Kern
and Martin, Nature May 31 2002and Martin, Nature May 31 2002))



Tearing Nucleons  ApartTearing Nucleons  Apart
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Current sheetCurrent sheet

            Relativistic             Relativistic PetschekPetschek reconnection reconnection

ΓΓ=σ=σ1/21/2

σσ can be 10 can be 101212 to 10 to 101414 for a  for a magnetarmagnetar, so , so ΓΓ can exceed can exceed  101055



pp

photoneutronphotoneutron

X-rayX-ray

Polarization-inducedPolarization-induced
charged mesonscharged mesons



Other indications of baryons in NS peripheries:

GRB  X-ray afterglow – nearly always present

Afterglow from 27 December event:  Baryons seem 
to have been ejected at about 0.6c (Gelfand et al 2005)



Conclusions

We may actually understand some of the crazy physics ofWe may actually understand some of the crazy physics of
magnetarsmagnetars..



Conclusions

MagnetarMagnetar crusts are consistent with ordinary matter. No crusts are consistent with ordinary matter. No
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Short term afterglow confirms  B = 6 x 10Short term afterglow confirms  B = 6 x 101414 Gauss Gauss



Conclusions

MagnetarMagnetar crusts are consistent with ordinary matter. No crusts are consistent with ordinary matter. No
ice nine scenario implied (yet).ice nine scenario implied (yet).

MagnetarsMagnetars may be free electron optical lasers. Many may be free electron optical lasers. Many
predictions (predictions (wavefrontwavefront coherence, photon statistics, coherence, photon statistics,
polarizationpolarization……)  can be tested.)  can be tested.

We may actually understand some of the crazy physics ofWe may actually understand some of the crazy physics of
magnetarsmagnetars..

Short term afterglow confirms  B = 6 x 10Short term afterglow confirms  B = 6 x 101414 Gauss Gauss



MagnetarsMagnetars offer offer

New New quantum electrodynamicsquantum electrodynamics

new new condensed matter physicscondensed matter physics,,

new new nuclear physicsnuclear physics,,

maybe new maybe new laser physicslaser physics,,

and lots of new and lots of new astrophysicsastrophysics..
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